Augmentation of the rat's acoustic startle reflex by nonreflexogenic stimuli.
The size of the rat's acoustic startle reflex was augmented by brief acoustic clicks (which did not themselves elicit startle) presented several milliseconds before the reflex-eliciting stimulus (RS). The same clicks presented after the RS gave relatively weak augmentation that was present in the 1st, but not the 2nd, testing session. Brief footshocks set to 75% of each animal's flinch threshold augmented startle when presented both before and after the RS in both testing sessions. Augmentation by a leading footshock increased with shock intensity and was unaffected by the intensity of the RS. Augmentation by a trailing footshock increased with shock intensity and also with the intensity of the RS. Reflex size is not fixed at the time of reflex elicitation but can be augmented by a later nonreflexogenic stimulus. Reflex augmentation may be caused by the 2nd member of a stimulus pair discharging elements of the reflex pathway that were partially activated by the 1st.